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Abstract  
The role of the Common Digital Space of Scientific Knowledge (CDSSK) in the development 

of educational technologies is considered. CDSSK is being implemented by a number of Rus-

sian organizations as a digital environment of a new generation for the purpose of providing 

information for scientific research, education, popularization of science and preservation of 

scientific heritage. The CDSSK structure provides for the formation and support of special 

components related to secondary and higher education. One of the elements related to educa-

tion in the structure of the CDSSK is a scientific virtual exhibition. Such an exhibition can be 

dedicated both to a specific person and a scientific event in general. Virtual exhibitions com-

bine a variety of resources related to the presented topic (biographies of scientists, related mu-

seum and archival materials, copies of films, interactive multimedia resources). The paper pre-

sents the basic principles of constructing the CDSSK educational component, provides exam-

ples of implemented virtual exhibitions used in the educational process. Virtual exhibitions are 

implemented on the digital library “Scientific Heritage of Russia” platform.  
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1. Introduction 

One of the Common Digital Space of Scientific Knowledge (CDSSK) application areas [1–4] is to 

support educational processes in Russian schools and universities. As an integrator of existing infor-

mation systems, including encyclopedic, museum, library, etc., the CDSSK can serve as a source of 

multidimensional reliable information required at all education stages - from junior secondary school 

to postgraduate education. 

CDSSK is a collection of thematic subspaces related to various sciences, united by a common on-

tology and objects universal classes. The objects universal classes include “persons” – information 

about scientists; publications, unpublished documents and general scientific multimedia objects; scien-

tific organizations and societies; general scientific classification systems; geographic objects. 

Each thematic subspace contains the basic laws and postulates of the given scientific direction; sci-

entific facts obtained on their basis; links to persons associated with the discovery or application of 

scientific results; links to publications that reveal the scientific result essence, digital models demon-

strating natural phenomena, illustrating the scientific results obtained and their practical application. 

Thus, the CDSSK content can be considered as an information base for the educational technologies 

implementation, provided it is structured in accordance with the various levels educational require-

ments. 
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2. The CDSSK structure 

In each science area two classes of knowledge can be distinguished: 

1. Theoretical  

2. Experimental. 

Theoretical knowledge is a set of axioms, research methods and fundamental results obtained 

through the application of these methods. It should be noted that if the postulates and methods of re-

search are formal, declared and established elements recognized by society, then the basic results of 

theoretical research are a relative concept, which is determined by expert assessments of the scientific 

community [1]. 

Experimental scientific knowledge is a set of practical results obtained through the application of 

theoretical knowledge, confirmed by practice.  

Accordingly, the CDSSK each thematic subspace should have two components - fundamental and 

experimental. 

The fundamental component (let's call it the basis) is information reflecting the fixed, time-tested, 

scientific knowledge. It has the property of being static, changing very slowly over time. 

The dynamic component (superstructure) includes information about the latest achievements in this 

scientific field. After some time, a part of the superstructure may be included into the basis, and another 

part would be excluded from the CDSSK. 

The basis includes several interrelated levels of knowledge representation. 

1. Popular science (designed for a wide range of users who are interested in certain scientific facts); 

2. Primary (designed for schoolchildren of general education classes); 

3. Basic (targeted at high school and undergraduate students studying in this area). 

4. Advanced (intended for undergraduates and postgraduates specializing in this scientific direction). 

5. Professional (intended for specialists in a given field of science). 

The superstructure is a current information source required for scientific research, which comple-

ments the base professional level. 

Popular science level is mostly static, includes popular science literature, lectures demonstrating 

scientific phenomena, museum items, multimedia resources aimed at popularizing science. This level 

content is rarely replenished with information about relatively recently obtained scientific results, which 

can be presented in a popular form. Information at this level can be used as an illustration of scientific 

patterns studied, mainly in primary school. 

The primary level is static. It is formed by extracting information from textbooks selected by edu-

cational experts; it can be widely represented digitized museum exhibits, multimedia popular resources. 

The basic level is quasi-static. It rarely changes – only with the appearance of significant results 

(discoveries) that are fundamental for a given area of knowledge and is formed on the basis of school 

textbooks selected by experts in this area of knowledge. 

The advanced level is quasi-dynamic. It changes as new scientific results are obtained, reflected, 

first of all, in scientific monographs that have passed expert selection. The content of this level is formed 

using existing encyclopedias, reference books, authoritative monographs, time-tested textbooks for 

higher education. This level includes, along with the extracted metadata, links to sources and digital 

copies of the most significant monographs. 

The professional level of the basis includes deeper, in comparison with the advanced level, static 

information on a given scientific direction. This information is supplemented by new information, con-

firmed by expert assessments, coming from the superstructure. 

The superstructure reflects new results in a particular scientific field. Its content is formed by ex-

tracting knowledge from the current published information that has passed the expert selection. The 

content of the superstructure changes dynamically both due to new information and due to the exclusion 

of information from it, the value of which has not been confirmed by time. 

For educational purposes, the information contained in the basic is mainly used (levels 2–4). The 

information contained in the superstructure can be claimed by educational processes at the master's and 

postgraduate level. 
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3. The CDSSK educational resources 

The CDSSK educational resources include two layers: 

- resources for school education;  

- resources for university education. 

The Primary level and the Basic level (partially) are resources basis for school education in general. 

The content of these components, aimed at school students, includes general information about science 

in general and its individual areas in accordance with the content of school curricula. This level contains 

scientific information at the level of a children's encyclopedia, accompanied by full texts of popular 

science publications designed for schoolchildren. The satellite resources are: 

- video materials; 

- digitized popular science films; 

- models of museum objects and natural phenomena. 

Among the component of development of the CDSSK school component are:  

- interactive games; 

- quizzes and tests containing educational elements. 

Resources for each higher education thematic subspace include: 

- detailed information about scientists who have significantly contribute to development of this sci-

entific direction; 

- digital copies of museum items and archival materials; 

- full texts of fundamental educational and scientific publications selected by experts; 

- multimedia modeling certain phenomena and working out research methods and solving routine 

problem. 

4. Implementation example 

The modern version of the electronic library “Scientific Heritage of Russia (DL SHR) (http://e-

heritage.ru), the architecture of which is described in detail in [6, 7], can serve as a simplified model of 

the CDSSK. 

The main purpose of the formation of DL SHR is to provide information via the Internet about 

outstanding Russian and foreign scientists who worked on the Russia territory, who significantly con-

tributed to the Russian science, and their activities results. The DL SHR contains: 

- detailed biographical data about scientists; 

- the main stages their scientific activity; 

- heterogeneous archival and museum information; 

- scanned photographs; 

- audio and video recordings; 

- digital copies of their main publications.  

At present, the DL SHR reflects a significant part of the scientific heritage of Russia to the period 

from the birth of Russian science (17th century) to the first quarter of the 20th century. 

Working with DL SHR [8], the user can search for scientists by last name, first name, patronymic, 

year and place of birth, year of death, scientific areas in which the scientist worked, biography fragments 

(full-text search). 

In Fig. 1 presents a request and a fragment of the search result for scientists who lived in Russia in 

the 18–19 centuries, who were engaged in astronomy. There are 40 such scientists in the DL SHR. Each 

surname in the resulting list is an active link, upon clicking on which a page with information about the 

scientist and a list of his publications will open, from each of which you can go to view the full text. 
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Figure 1: A request and a fragment of the search result for scientists who lived in Russia in the 18–19 
centuries, who were engaged in astronomy 

 

In Fig. 2 shows an example of a search for publications in the titles or indexes of which contents 

the wheel is mentioned. The search results are sorted in ascending order of publication years. There are 

31 such publications. When you click on the author's surname, a page opens with a list of all his publi-

cations available in the DL NNR. Clicking on the publication title opens a page with bibliographic data 

of the publication and a link to its full text. 

 

 

Figure 2: An example of a search for publications in the titles or table of which contents the wheel is 
mentioned 

5. The virtual exhibition as an example of an educational resource 

One of the ways of using information technologies in educational processes is the virtual exhibitions 

formation based on the DL SHR resources, providing users with heterogeneous information, united 

according to certain criteria [9–11]. These can be exhibitions dedicated to an individual scientist, any 

event, natural phenomenon, etc. 
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Despite the fact that each virtual exhibition is unique in its content, the following main sections can 

be distinguished in the formation of such exhibitions in the CDSSK environment: 

- the main thematic section; 

- an interactive section; 

- biographical section; 

- section of video materials; 

- section of photographic documents; 

- library; 

- section “Collection of 3D objects”; 

- reviews section; 

- contacts. 

A virtual exhibition can contain general information about a given science area, scientific infor-

mation both at the level of a children's encyclopedia, and more detailed information. Virtual exhibitions 

allow you to combine the resources of a thematic subspace, making, among other things, an emphasis 

on a particular audience. 

A practical example of the virtual exhibition use in the school education process is the “Garden of 

Life” implemented on the DL SHR platform [12], posted in the public domain at http://3d.acadlib.ru. 

The Garden of Life exhibition is dedicated to the life and scientific activities of the outstanding 

Russian biologist and breeder Ivan Vladimirovich Michurin (1855–1935) (Figure 3). The information 

presented at this exhibition is primarily aimed at schoolchildren [13]. 

 

 

Figure 3: The main page of the “Garden of Life” virtual exhibition 
 

It is thematically divided into two parts: biographical part – “Ivan Michurin – who is he?” (Figure 4) 

and socio-political part – “The fruits and roots of Michurin biology” (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4: biographical part – “Ivan Michurin – who is he?” 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Socio-political part – “The fruits and roots of Michurin biology” 
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The biographical section is built in the genre of an interview game interactive. First, the user is given 

curious facts or well-established judgments about Michurin and is asked to choose the correct statement. 

Then the user's choice is refuted or confirmed by documents, photographs, or museum items. 

The section “The Fruits and Roots of Michurin Biology” refers to the history of science in the part 

related to conflicts in the second third of the 20th century between groups of Soviet scientists who 

supported and refuted genetics. It also divided into two parts. Visitors to the exhibition are told what 

was the essence of the conflict between the warring parties, and explained on the basis of facts that 

I.V. Michurin had nothing to do with these events. 

The virtual exhibition has the following sections: 

- Photo gallery. This section contains photographic documents from the funds of the Russian State 

Archive of Documentary Films and Photographs (RSADFP) and State Biological Museum named after 

K.A. Timiryazev (SBMT). 

- Video materials. This section contains video documents from the RSADFP and SBMT funds. 

- Collection 360. This section presents digitized museum objects from the funds of the SBMT. These 

objects represent high-quality digital 3D models of the fruits created by I.V. Michurin. In addition, each 

“exhibit” is supplied with a description. 

- Library. This section contains publications on the subject of the exhibition that are included in the 

DL SHR content. 

- Reviews. This section is created for feedback from visitors to the virtual exhibition. Here you can 

(after the obligatory registration) exchange opinions, make various reports on the subject of the exhibi-

tion. 

- Contacts. This section contains the contacts of the administrator of the virtual exhibition for com-

munication with him. 

6. Virtual exhibition as an example of an educational resource for universities 

A virtual exhibition “Portraits on skeletons” was created on the technological platform of the DL 

SHR [13]. This exhibition is dedicated to M.M. Gerasimov and his anthropological reconstructions 

(http://acadlib.ru/). This project was created jointly with SBMT, RSADFP and the State Darwin Mu-

seum. As part of the work on the project, more than 50 anthropological reconstructions by M.M. Gerasi-

mov (Figure 6). 

 

 
 

Figure 6: The main page of the “Portraits on skeletons” virtual exhibition 
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This exhibition design concept is the same as that of the Garden of Life exhibition. This exhibition 

also contains: 

• main thematic section; 

• biographical section; 

• section of video materials; 

• section of photographic documents; 

• library; 

• section “Collection of 3D objects”; 

• reviews section; 

• contacts. 

However, in contrast to the exhibition “Garden of Life", the information presented at the exhibition 

“Portraits on skeletons” and the way it is presented is, to a greater extent, focused on university students. 

7. Conclusion 

Using the technology of creating natural science virtual exhibitions, it is possible to solve the prob-

lem of providing and popularizing scientific information to schoolchildren and students. 

The proposed methods for providing scientific information can be further expanded to create other 

types of tools for the Single Digital Space of Scientific Knowledge formation. 

The Joint SuperComputer Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences – Branch of Federal State 

Institution “Scientific Research Institute for System Analysis of the Russian Academy of Sciences” 

could act as a structure that could take over the management of the project on the formation of the 

CDSSK. 

The research is carried out by Joint SuperComputer Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences – 

Branch of Federal State Institution “Scientific Research Institute for System Analysis of the Russian 

Academy of Sciences” within the framework of a state assignment 0580-2022-0014. 
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